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the south-west corner o£ Marguerite Bay. From the south-eastern
corner, in any event, starts what is probably a secondary feature, a
broad, gently-sloping glacier that leads upward and apparently'in
a southerly direction to a low pass beyond which another glacier
occupying a depression 5 to 10 miles wide flows apparently south-
west and empties into the strait in about 20 or 25 miles.
Beyond the area covered by the Society's map of this great linear
depression the remaining eight photographs taken by Ellsworth
portray isolated, widely separated features. The general picture is
that of a vast ice plateau interrupted by occasional nunataks. Not
all that were observed could be photographed.
Between 16.15 ^d ^A5 o'clock, when the aeroplane was flying
about from 73° S. and 72°W. to 73%° S. and 74° W., reference is
made in the log to sighting a number of such exposures to the right
of the course. Similar ones appear on photographs to the right and
left, which plot approximately within the quadrangle enclosed by
74 i/3°-75° S. and 76°-78° W. At 17.20, from a conjectured posi-
tion in 74/4° S. and 76° W., mountains were sighted abeam to the
left, estimated to be 120-140 miles away.
The last three photographs taken on November 23 represent the
Sentinel Range (so named by Ellsworth). In contrast to the preced-
ing nunataks, which, according to the time record, lie about 275
miles back (north-east) with the featureless ice plateau intervening
along the line of flight, the range is a mountain feature of major
proportions. The plotting of the photographs on the Society's map
of the Sentinel Range indicates that it consists of a main range and a
number of sub-ranges and outliers, the whole group trending- north-
east-south-west from its north-eastern end in about 77^2° S. and
86° W. for more than the 35 jniles shown up to the right border of
the last photograph taken, which cuts abruptly through the main
range.
Beyond (south-west of) the Sentinel Range the existence of other
mountains seems indicated by the statement in Ellsworth's log at
the time his last photograph was taken abreast of the Sentinel Range
(19.44 estimated in 77^° S. and 88°W.):. "ahead and on southern
horizon a long black mountain chain visible.11 The existence o£
these mountains is confirmed by Mr. Hollick-Kenyon. He states
tibat at this time further peaks came into sight on the southern

